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Let us consider...
This quarter’s article comes from Brian Douglas, a teacher at the
Ambrose School in Boise, Idaho. It paints a great picture of what we
desire GCA to be as well as the pitfalls to watch for along the way. I
pray that it is a blessing to you as it has been to me.
Jedidiah Moss, Headmaster

The mission of Grace

Five Temptations for Classical
Christian Education
by Brian Douglas
Having taught at a classical Christian school for five years and
followed the classical Christian education movement for some years
prior, I have come to believe that it is the best approach to K-12
education available today.

Classical Academy is to
provide an education
designed to help our
children know the love,
grace, truth and holiness of
our glorious God and, from
this understanding, strive
for excellence in
knowledge, wisdom and

Due to its understanding of education as the reshaping of a child’s
soul (in contrast to “discovery” models of education, for example), the
service.
method tends to develop thinkers defined by who they are instead of
workers defined by what they do. Its focus on the Great Conversation
gives students respect for history and helps them see themselves as
contributors to that conversation. Unlike inward-facing
Inside this issue:
fundamentalist approaches to education, this movement does not shy
away from the world, but instead teaches students to interact
thoughtfully with contemporary culture.
Five Temptations (cont)
2-4
Classical Christian schools do these and many other things well, and
consequently their numbers, acceptance, and influence are on the
rise. However, as this form of education comes of age, it needs to be
wary of certain temptations. Five specific cautions come to mind.
The first temptation is to overemphasize mistaken notions of success.
The bigger our schools grow, the more respected a faculty we attract,
the better we implement a Trivium-based curriculum, and the more
continued on pg. 2
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continued from pg. 1

“It sounds so
basic, but it
remains true:
Without God’s
grace, we can
only produce
narcissists
who are more

focused on
their own
successes and
failures than
on the eternal
reality of
God’s love for
his people.”

accomplished our graduates become, the more we will be tempted to slip
into something of a prep school mentality. Staff members and families
begin to think of their school as an elite academic institution, one that
produces a better “product” (by whatever measure) than others in the area.
In contrast to a more “successful” classical Christian school, less
established schools may feel inferior because they lack the appearance or
reputation of other schools. They might yearn for the facilities and
programs that they see as their ticket to being an elite school: “If only we
had . . . ” It is easy for any educator to mistake the trappings of education
for education itself.
The history of the movement demonstrates that amazing things can be
done despite want, but as our schools grow richer, the temptation grows to
consider these things the keys to success. Buildings, labs, athletics, the
best materials, and other tangible things are good and helpful (and
probably even necessary), but they can become the same kind of covetous
idolatry that Israel displayed when it asked God for a king. Our focus must
always be on the one thing that actually determines our success—God’s
power and promises.
Mistaken notions of success are best revealed by our attitude toward our
graduates. When they are prominent and successful, we hold them up as
evidence that our school is prominent and successful. We must be doing
something right, the argument goes. But when graduates fall short of our
expectations, we feel the need to explain them away: They failed because of
family influences, they had spent years in public schools, they had a weak
church background, etc.
The reality is that our students are like our own children. Parents know
that even if they do everything in their power to bring their children up in
the nurture and admonition of the Lord, whether or not the children
ultimately have genuine Christian faith is beyond our control. Likewise,
teachers can guide students toward God, but only the work of the Holy
Spirit in their souls can make them into the kind of Christ-honoring
graduates that we would like to produce.
Instead of lifting up our best students as proof that we are doing things
“the right way,” our response to their success should be gratitude. God be
praised for his work in the lives of these students, in many cases despite
our flaws. Rather than feeling ashamed of less successful students, we
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continued from pg. 2
should pray that the seeds once planted would come to life by God’s grace. The idea that they are
evidence of our failure reveals an errant and unhealthy understanding of success.
The second temptation is to believe that academic rigor plus disciplined behavior equals a good
education. It is easy for a classical Christian school to become known more for its uniforms, homework
expectations, strictness, and the like, than for its gracious, loving environment. Yet we ought not treat
education like a simple input-output situation, in which the right learning environment can program
our students to be Christians. While students do need high expectations for their work and conduct,
focusing on order becomes hazardous when it overtakes the joy of experiencing God’s grace. When this
happens, students may learn to jump through the hoops, obey the rules, do the right things, but they
do not learn to love God and others. That is moralism, the worst enemy of true Christianity.
Creating a truly gracious classroom is much harder than creating an orderly classroom. It is a
challenge that requires spiritual preparation far beyond classroom management techniques. But the
only Christian education is a thoroughly gracious education. It sounds so basic, but it remains true:
Without God’s grace, we can only produce narcissists who are more focused on their own successes
and failures than on the eternal reality of God’s love for his people.
The third temptation is to rely on ourselves rather than on God’s work in the hearts of students. It is
easy for classical Christian schools to feel like we have the moral high ground in the midst of a fallen
culture. After all, anyone who seeks out such a school believes it to be superior to other systems,
especially secular ones. But the people of Israel are warned to not trust in their own goodness; it is not
because of their own virtue that they will conquer the land.
The same is true for our schools. We will not successfully overhaul the education system just because
we have the right methodology. Education cannot be reduced to a formula, even if the formula is a
good one. Education is ultimately God’s work in the soul of a child, and forgetting that fact leads some
educators to feel inadequate. We err frequently, do things for the wrong motives, misjudge students
academically and spiritually, and fall short of the glory of God.

Focusing too much on our educational methods will lead us to despair. Self-assessment can easily
leave us feeling either too strong or too weak. We praise our own accomplishments, and we feel inadequate based on what qualifications we lack. Whether our response is overconfidence or despair,
anything but faith in God’s power and promises is idolatry. Our strength is from the Lord and not
ourselves; He will accomplish his ends despite both our strengths and our weaknesses. We must
remind ourselves, if God is not blessing our work as educators, then no measure of training, skill, or
finances can overcome that. But if He is blessing our labors by changing our students’ lives, then
nothing can overcome that either.
The fourth temptation is to neglect the Word of God. Although it may sound counter -intuitive,

“It is easy for any educator to mistake the trappings of education for education itself.”
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Let us consider...
“The primary job of every Christian educator, regardless of grade level
or subject matter, is to shape the heart.”

classical Christian schools need to integrate the Bible into our entire curriculum. Some in these
education circles criticize other Christian schools for having what amounts to a secular
curriculum with a Bible class on the side. The complaint is that this approach functionally
teaches a secular-sacred divide that undermines real Christian faith and practice.

While this complaint has merit in many cases, we need to take care lest our schools fall into the
same pit. Unless we carefully integrate biblical education throughout the entire curriculum,
across every subject and grade, it would be very easy for our graduates to know more about
Achilles and Dante than Abraham and David. The Word of God is our source for God’s wisdom;
without it we only have the wisdom of man.
The final temptation is to assume that a classical Christian school will automatically influence a
student more than the broader culture. We should pay careful attention to our students’
long-term goals, for they most clearly reveal the depth of the culture’s influence. Students tend
toward materialistic goals because that is what they learn from the culture around them.
Overcoming the intrusion of materialism into our schools is probably the biggest obstacle a
Christian educator faces.
Students are humans, and humans are perpetual factories of idols. Every student brings some
variety of idolatry into the classroom. The most common and most subversive idols are divine
gifts that become valued above God himself: intelligence, finances, skills, moral goodness, even a
good Christian education.
Although this kind of culture conflict is a problem for Christian education of every variety, it
might be a more striking problem in classical schools because of the expectation that our
graduates will be uniquely equipped to stand against the world and change the culture. That said,
classical Christian education is perhaps also uniquely capable of addressing the conflict because
it defines education in terms of the health of a student’s soul rather than the strength of a
student’s skills.
The primary job of every Christian educator, regardless of grade level or subject matter, is to
shape the heart. We should begin by warning students about the subtleties of pride in both its
forms, arrogance and despair. We must teach them to think less of their own abilities and more of
God’s. It will be difficult, but it is even more central to the goals of classical Christian teaching
than the Trivium or the Great Books. The only way we can accomplish our task as educators is to
demonstrate with our own lives that a truly successful life is one in which God is glorified for His
faithfulness and love regardless of our personal performance.
Brian Douglas lives in Boise, Idaho, with his wife, son, and two daughters. He teaches at The
Ambrose School (a classical Christian school), is an adjunct professor at Boise State University,
and serves as an elder at All Saints Presbyterian Church (PCA). The article is reprinted with
permission from First Things and was published on November 8, 2012 (www. firstthings.com).
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Field Trip Memories
The Speleo Box at
Talking Rocks Cavern
in 5th Grade was
great!

I really enjoyed the art museum
in 9th Grade. I am passionate
about art, and I loved seeing the
art from all the different eras.

Madison Smith

Shelby Cron

Passages in 8th Grade: I
remember looking at the old
Hebrew manuscripts and how
interesting it was to see them
in fairly good condition

My favorite trip was the shop
field trip in 10th Grade. We
raced wooden race cars we
built in class.

Olivia Greer

Joonie Frazier

I thoroughly enjoyed the
ski trip in 11th Grade , although I had been a fairly
reluctant participant.
However, I was very sore
post-excursion.

My favorite field trip was visiting the
courthouse in 6th Grade. It was cool to sit in
on a trial and to see how the jury operates .
Mason Wheeler

Tori Umlauf

With the plethora of field trips this
year, we asked some of the students
to share their favorite field trip
memories from their time at GCA.
The hiking trip in 12th Grade. We were
able to scale rock walls and take
adventurous trails!
Katie Sparks

Kayaking on the Niangua River in 11th
Grade. I enjoyed the scenery, and the
trip taught me perseverance. I did not
think I would be able to finish!
Rachel Bulger
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Science Fair
Mark the afternoon of April 8th on your calendars for the Science
Fair! Come by and view the hard work of the students of
GCA. Parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts—all interested
are welcome to attend!

Micah Williams, Ansley Strong,
Annie Adams, Madison Smith,
and Emerald Humphreys
working on a physics project!

Esther Roos and
Mandy McNulty building
Da Vinci models.

Staff Birthdays
March

April

March 1 - Larry Larsen

April 7 - Gil Flores

March 9– Stacy Griffin

April 9 - Terry Flores

March 25– Crystal Strong

April 15 - James Bradley

March 30 - Luke Shawhan

May
May 3– Blake O’Dell
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Around the School

Top left: Gavin Toth and Xander Moss
Top Right: Mrs. McDowell’s 2nd Grade
class on “Cowboy/Cowgirl” Day
Left: Mrs. Morris’ 6th Grade class on a
field trip
Bottom Left: Selah Garrison, Khloe
Moss, and Trinity Adams
Bottom Right: Dylan Hildebrand,
Chandler Hathcock, Landon
Toth, William Otwell, and Collin
Otwell
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Return Service Requested

March 2016

April 2016

Last Day for Reenrollment
Discount/Tuition Due

1

Tuition Due/No School/
Teacher Training

11

End of 3rd Quarter

8

Science Fair

13

Daylight Savings Time
Begins

11-14 SAT Testing:
1st Grade and Up.

1

May 2016
2

Tuition Due

5

Spelling Bee:
1st-6th Grade

6

GCA Art Show: 6:00PM
High School Drama
Production: 7:00 PM

15-16 Optional P/T Conferences:
4:00-6:00 PM

15

K4 History Day:
11:00 AM

17

18

15

Kindergarten States
Celebration: 2:45 PM

Senior Graduation:
7:00 PM

19

15

Etiquette Banquet:
6:30 PM

8th Grade Graduation:
2:30 PM

20

21

Spring Concert at Cherry
Street Baptist Church:
7:00 PM

Kindergarten Graduation:
10:00 AM
Last Day of School:
11:30 AM Early Dismissal

Dots and Stripes Day
All School Open
House: 6:30 PM

25-31 Good Friday/Easter
Break—No School
31

Teacher Training:
9:00 AM

22-23 High School Field Trip to
Saint Louis

23-27 Teacher Meeting and
Cleanup Week
30-31 Office Closed

